Dear participants and friends,

I want to welcome all of your work you have done during and after the fantastic Conference of ADI2010 in Thessaloniki, our beautiful and old city in Greece, on behalf of all scientists and families of patients with dementia.

This conference was an international event of high scientific standards with long lasting tradition held every year in one of the 75 countries under the auspices of the Alzheimer Disease International. This time the participants were more than 1200 and enjoyed every day and night of the Conference very much.

In this Conference recent advances were presented in practically every main topic of Dementia. It provided a forum of communication and exchange of ideas on Epidemiology, Pathogenesis, Diagnosis and Management of Alzheimer’s Disease, but also other types of Dementia.

Now we feel confident that you will enjoy ADI2010 Proceedings and that this book will be a wonderful chance to remember again your new friends you made during the Conference.

We did our best to make ADI2010 a memorable event both of scientific and social point of view.

Magda Tsolaki, MD, PhD
Professor of Neurology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Chair of Greek Federation of Alzheimer’s Disease
Chair of the Conference
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